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was then roughly cleansed by washing on a coarse sieve,
and was next subjected to a preliminary burning, or
' elyng 'j1 as it was termed at the Tudeley forge in the
fourteenth century.2 The burnt ore was then broken,
and carried to the furnace. In the sixteenth century
this was a building in the shape of a truncated cone,
about twenty-four feet in diameter, and not more than
thirty feet high, in the base of which was a cupped, or
bowl-shaped, hearth of sandstone; and such we may
assume the earlier furnaces also to have been. Alternate
charges of mine and charcoal were fed into the furnace
from the top, the iron settling down into the bowl of
the hearth, from which it was taken as a lump or ' bloom '.
From the sixteenth century, when by the use of a marc
powerful blast a higher temperature was obtainable
and cast iron was produced, the molten iron was drawn
off from time to time through a vent at the bottom of
the hearth into a bed of sand. In Sussex and Gloucester-
shire it seems to have been usual to form in the sand one
large oblong depression in the direct course of the flow
of the iron with a number of smaller depressions at
right angles to the first, the large mass of iron thus
moulded being known as a ' sow ', and the smaller blocks
as ' pigs '.
There were in the  earlier periods  of the  industry
a very large number  of  smelting  hearths,  consisting
1	The same term is used in connexion with burning tiles, and is
no doubt derived from the same root as anneal.
2	This account of the process of manufacture is compiled from
several sources, the chief being :  (i) the accounts of Tudeley Forge,
Tunbridge, for the reign of Edw. Ill, in the P. R. O, ;   (2)  the
accounts of Bedbourne Forge, Durham, in 1408, Engl. Hist. Rev.,
xiv.   509-29;    (3)  several  Sussex accounts  summarized  by  the
present writer in V. C. H. Sussex, ii. 244-5.
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